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'tachi Semiconductor (America), Inc. maintains nearly 
1 ,000 data sheets comprising a total of 70,000 pages, and 

must be made available to prospective customers, pri
marily design engineers, on the Web, CD-ROM, and on paper. The 
publishing function is mission-critical because the data sheets provide 
the chips' performance characteristics and interface specifications. 
Without them, Hitachi Semiconductor's customers cannot use the 
chip in their designs. Therefore, the chip cannot be released to market 
without the data sheet. 

14.1 1 Introduction 

The company urgently needed a way to simplify version control and pub
lish on all media from a single, manageable source file. "In the fast-paced 
semiconductor industry, we revise our documents an average of four times a 
year, so version control is challenging enough with 970 publications," says 
Bob Tabone, program manager for marketing communications. "With 970 
times three versions-Web, CD-ROM, and paper-it would be nightmarish." 
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